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The local time of a Brownian motion can be constructed from its excursions. The normalised excursion 
processes converge to a limiting process. We study the rates of convergence in these weak convergence 
results. 
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1. Introduction 
Let { W(t), t 2 0) be a Wiener process (standard Brownian motion starting from 0) 
on the probability space (a, ti, P). Trotter (1958) showed that there exists an CC?,, c 0 
with I’(&) = 1 and a function t(x, t) = L(x, t; w) (--00 < x < CO, r 2 0, w E 0,) jointly 
continuous in x and t such that 
L(x, t) =& I 
, 
1(-m< W(s)<x}ds, 
0 
where Z(A) denotes the indicator function of the event A. The local time at 0 is 
denoted by L(t) = L(0, t). Since the set {t: W(t) = O} is closed we may write 
{t: W(t)=O}‘= 6 e;, 
r=, 
where ei are open, pairwise disjoint intervals (the excursions of W away from 0). 
Levy (1948) showed that L(t) can be constructed from these excursions. Let le,( be 
the length of excursion ei. Define 
77(f, E)= C I{le,l>EII{~,C[O, tl1 i=, (1.1) 
and 
5(C &I= F le,lZ{le,l s Ell{e, C[O, tl>. ;=, (1.2) 
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Clearly, n(t, E) is the number of excursions in [0, t] of length larger than E and 
e(t, E) is the total length of excursions of length less than E. It is well-known that 
1~~7 ($~)“‘q( t, E) = L(t) a.s. (1.3) 
and 
lii (7~/(2~))“*5( f, E) = L(t) a.s. (1.4) 
(cf. It8 and McKean, 1974; and Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981). The rates of convergence 
in (1.3) and (1.4) have been investigated by several authors. For example, CsGrgB 
and Rev&z (1986) and CsGrgii et al. (1986) considered the almost sure rates in (1.3) 
and (1.4). Kasahara (1980, 1981, 1984) and Borodin (1986) computed the exact 
difference between the local time and the functions of excursions. They proved the 
following result. 
Theorem A. Let T > 0. As E + 0, we have 
?j(t, &)=((fe)“*7&, E)- L(t))(z/(?re)y= *(L(t)) 
and 
(1.9 
9t0, Tl 
5”(t,e)=((~/(2a))“2~(t,a)-L(t))(18/(~a))1’4- *(L(t)), (1.6) 
_ 
where {W(x), x20) is a Wiener process, independent of the local time 
{L(t), tz0). 0 
The major difficulty in the proof of Theorem A i- J ?he proof of the independence 
of I&’ and L in the limiting process. In this paper we study the rate of convergence 
in (1.5) and (1.6). The method is constructive. We construct copies of l@ and L 
such that these processes approximate i and 6, and we give bounds for the accuracy 
of the approximations. By Theorem A.1 of De Acosta (1982) we can and we shall 
assume that our probability space (0, &, P) is so rich that the random processes 
introduced so far and later can be defined on it. 
Our main results are the following theorems. 
Theorem I. Let T > 0. For euch E > 0 we can dejine a Wiener process { cc(x), x 2 0) 
and a lo& time process {L,(t), t 2 0} such that {L,(t), t 2 0) g {L(t), t 2 0}, _ 
{ W,(x), x 2 0} and {L,(t), t 2 0} are independent and 
P o~w$(t, &)- +&(L,(t))l> C,P2(log 1/ej3/* s C2E2, 
1 I 
where C, and C2 are constants. 
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Theorem 2. Let T > 0. For each F > 0 we can define a Wiener process { 6’e (x), x 3 0} 
and a local time process {L,(t), taO}, such that {L,(t), ta0) 2 {L(t), t>O}, 
l+&(x), x 2 0) and {L,(t), t 2 0} are independent and 
where C, and C, are constants. 
Let d, stand for the Prohorov-Levy difference of measures defined on SS[O, T]. 
The measures generated by the processes { G( t, F), 0 s t s T}, {j( t, E), 0 G t s T} and 
{ 6’( L(t)), 0~ t 4 T} are denoted by p(;ip), p(iF) and p( G(L)). The following 
corollary follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Corollary. Let T > 0. We have, as e + 0, 
dr(&, P( g(L))) = 0(e”‘2(log l/~)~‘“) 
and 
d,(p( ;ip), p( I@(L))) = 0(c1’r2(log I/E)““). q 
2. Proofs 
It is well-known (cf. Levy, 1948) that 
P{L(t)Su}=2Qyu/t”2)-1, u 2 0, t 2 0, (2.1) 
where # is the standard normal distribution function. Using the inequality 
1 - Q(x) G x-‘(~?T)-“~ exp( -$x2), from (2.1) we get 
P{L( T) > C,(log l/s)“‘} s C6~2, (2.2) 
where C, = C,(T) and C, are constants. Let us denote by N the counting measure 
on %{[O, 00) x (0, 00)) given by 
N{(s,, sz] x (E, , e2]} = number of jumps of L-’ during s, < s G s2 of 
magnitude L-‘(s) - L-‘(s -) E (e,, e2], 
where 
L-‘(s)=inf{t: L(t)>s}. 
By Lemmas 5.3.13 and 5.3.14 in Knight (1981) we have that N is a Poisson random 
measure with mean measure 
EN{(s,, s,]x(~,, ~J}=(s~-sJ(~/~TT)~‘~(~;“~-~;*‘~). (2.3) 
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It is easy to see (cf. Erickson, 1981) that 
L_‘(s)= X 
I 
xN{[O, ~1 xdxl, 
0 
rl(r, e) = N{[O, L(f)1 x (&, a)} 
and 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
l(fe)= F 
I 
xN{[O, L(t)] x dx}. (2.6) 
0 
Representations in (2.4)-(2.6) show that the Poisson measure plays an important 
role in the proofs. Let Z be a spatial Poisson measure with parameter 1, i.e. 
EZ{[O, t] x [0, s]} = ts (cf. Karlin and Taylor, 1984). We define the Poisson process 
A( t, s) = Z{[O, t] x [0, s]}. First we prove an approximation result for A. 
Lemma. Let O< 6 < 1, M > 1, K > 1 and 6M > 1. We can de$ne a two-parameter 
Wiener process { W*( t, s), 0 s t, s < CO}, such that for all y > 0, 
sup ]A(t,s)-ts- W*(t,s)(/{(K/6+(6~)“~)log(s/6)}> C, 
MS:s<~ I 
c C,( K/6)( MS)-‘, 
where C, = C,(y) and C, are constants. 
Proof. First we define 
5,,, = A(i&j/S) -A(@ (j- 1)/s) 
-A((i-l)S,j/S)+A((i-1)6,(j-1)/6), lsi, j<m. 
It is clear that &, are independent, identically distributed Poisson random variables 
with parameter 1. We assumed that (0, &, P) is rich enough and therefore by the 
Komlos-Major-Tusnady (1975, 1976) approximation we can define a sequence of 
independent Wiener processes { W,(x), x 200) on our probability space such that 
for all y > 0, where Cs, = C,(y) and C,, are constants. Thus we get 
P “z:\ A(S[t/Sl, [ss]/s)-[t/s][ss] 
i I 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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We can define a two-parameter Wiener process {T(x, y), 0 4 X, y <a} (cf. Lemma 
4.4.4 in CsorgB and RCvesz, 1981; or Lemmas 3.11-3.1.3 in Csijrgo, 1983) such that 
c w,([ss])=r(s[t/s],[ss]/6), OGf, S<co. 
lSi-_[r/Z] 
By Lemma 1.14.2 of CsiirgB and Rev&z (1981), 
p 
1. 
su& s&up, Inatla, [s61/6) -rtt, [sSl/~)l> u(6x),‘2 
I 
SP 
1 sup 
sup sup JT(t+y, s)-I-(& S)j> U(SX)‘12 
OG,GK OSSSX “S,~S,T I 
S C,,(K/6) exp( -iu’). 
A similar argument gives 
(2.9) 
p ,zupK “?up. IT(t, [sSl/~)--r(4 s)l> u(KlS)“’ 
1 . x I 
GP 
1 
sup sup sup Ir(t,y+s)-r(t,s)l>u(K/6)“2 “G,S-K “-_;CCX “~-,~l,S 
I 
S C,,xS exp( -$4’). (2.10) 
Now using Inequality 2.4 in Einmahl (1987) we obtain 
(t/G)[sS]))( > C,,(Sx log Sx)“2 
I 
GP 
i 
sup sup sup IA(t+y,s)-(t+y)s-(A(f,s)-ts)l “=S,GK OSSGX @SySGfi 
> C12( 6x log Sx)“2 
1 
G 4P{IA( K + S, x) - A( K, x) - 6x( > C12( 6x log 8x)l’* - 4( 8~)“~) 
G cr3(8x)-y (2.11) 
for all y > 0, where Cl2 = C,,(y) and Cl3 are constants. Similarly, 
P 1 . ,zupK ,sug, IA(& [sSl/S) - (tlS)[ssl- (A([, s)- ts)l 
> C,,((K/6) log(sx))“2 c c,,(Gx))y, 
I 
(2.12) 
where Cl,= C,,(Y) and Cl5 are constants. Now the lemma follows from (2.8) and 
(2.12). 0 
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Next we give the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we observe that for each E > 0, {L,‘(S) = 
I: xN{[O, 1 d I s x x , s a 0) and {[“(y, F) = If, xrV{[O, y] x dx}, y 2 0) are independent 
processes. We can define a Poisson process {A( t, s), 0 G t, s < ~0) with EA( t, s) = ts 
such that 
5”(Y, E) = - 
J 
’ x d,A(y, (,/~F)“*x-“’ - 2 0 ) -, Jc;n,2j_,,2 u-* 4Ax ~1. 
Using Lemma with K = C,(log l/~)“‘, M = ($ET)-“* and 6 = E”~ we can define a 
bivariate Wiener process {T(x, y), 0~ x, y < KJ} (r can depend on E), independent 
of { Li’( s), s 3 0) such that 
’ G =s C,&*. (2.13) 
Integration by parts and (2.13) give 
P 
1 
2 cT 
sup - 
o~g~C,(log l/F)“Z I J u-* d,(A(y, u) -YU)- D,(Y) 77 (m/2)-“* 
> C,,Es’h(log 1/E)3’2 (2.14) 
where 
Q(Y) =z J 
cc 
up2 dJ(y, u). 
,‘T (m/2)-‘i2 
(2.15) 
It is easy to see that for each E > 0, D,(y) is a Gaussian process with ED,(y) = 0 
and ED,(y)D,(y’) = ~“‘(2/(97~))“‘(y my’) ( min(a, b) = a A b). Thus we can define 
a Wiener process {I@(y), y 3 0) satisfying 
and 
D,(Y) = E ““(2/(9~))“~+(y), y 20, (2.16) 
P sup o~~~cs(‘Og l/c”‘2 15*(Y, &)-(2/n) 
“*E”~Y - ~“‘“(2/(9#~ G(y)\ 
> C’,E 5’6(1og 1/&)3’2 S C,*&Z. 
1 
(2.17) 
Using (2.2) and (2.17) we obtain 
P ,&l& Is”@, E) - @(L( t))l> c,9E”‘2(log 1/&)3’2 
1 
S C,*E2. 
. . 1 
(2.18) 
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Let I? be a Poisson measure, independent of N and @, satisfying 
{s{[O, t]x[O,s]},O~t,s<~} s {N{[O, t]x[O,s]},O~t,s>co}. (2.19) 
We define 
G;‘(s) = xk{[O, s] x dx} (2.20) 
and observe 
{G,‘(s), s 2 0) s {[“(s, E), s 2 0). (2.21) 
Let G-‘(S) = G-‘(s, E) = L;‘(s)+ G;‘(s). Then we have 
{L-‘(s), ~20) “= {G-‘(s), ~20). (2.22) 
If G( t) = inf{s: G-‘(s) > t} is the inverse of G-‘, then{G(t), taO}and{l@(f), ta0) 
are independent processes. Furthermore, by (2.22), 
{L(t), tzO} “= {G(r), t>O}. (2.23) 
Using (2.17), (2.21) and the exact distribution of the supremum of the Wiener 
process we get 
P sup oSS~c~(log l/F)“2 
]G;‘(s)-(~E/#~+ C,,(~log l/~)~‘~ < C2,&’ 
(2.24) 
and 
P 
1 
sup o~S~cs(log l/E)“2 
IL-‘(s) - L;‘(s) - (2&/7r)“‘Sl> CZO(& log 1/E)3’4 
1 
s C,,E’. 
Thus from (2.24) and (2.25) we obtain 
(2.25) 
P sup o=s=c+Dg l/E)“2 
JL-l(s)- G-‘(s)] > C,,(e log l/~)l’~ 
I 
s C23~2. (2.26) 
Now we use (2.2), (2.26) and the definition of G, and get 
P{G(t-C22(Elog1/~)“2)~~(t)~G(t+C2,(Elog1/~)”2,0~t~T} 
sl- c,,E2. (2.27) 
We get from Lemma 2.2 of Csaki et al. (1983) that 
,~YJ’, JG(t* C22(~ log l/&)“‘) - G(t)] > C24E”4(log 1/E)3’4 S C25~2. 
(2.28) 
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which implies 
P ,wf, IG(t) - L( t)l> C,,c1’4(log l/~)~‘~ 
1. 
G C&F’. (2.29) 
Using (2.29), (2.2) and Lemma 1.2.1 of Csijrgii and RevCsz (1981), we obtain 
P os~~T 1 ti(L( t)) - bi’( G( t))l > c2xc”R(log l/E)“* 
=s< 
> c,,&“8(10g l/F)“’ + c2,E2s c2,E2. I 
Using the representation of (2.6), the theorem follows immediately from (2.18), 
(2.30) and the independence of {G(t), t 3 0} and {I@(t), t 2 0). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. First we define 
I 
cc 
V,,F(S) = SC dN{[O, s] x dxJ F*/3 
and 
j 
.Z,2 
VZ,F(S) = x dN{[O, s] x dx}. 
0 
Then 
L_‘(s) = V,,,(s)+ V2,FCS). 
Let 
For each F>O, {Vr,,(s),s~O} and {DE(s), s 2 0} are independent processes. Also, 
D,(s) has independent increments. Let p = (~/T)“~(E-“~- E-“~) and define 
It is easy to see that {q, i> 1) are independent, identically distributed random 
variables. The distribution of ni does not depend on F, and ni has a finite moment 
generating function. Using the Komlos-Major-Tusnady (1975,1976) approximation 
we can define a Wiener process { W*(t), t 3 0}, independent of {V,,,(s), s 2 0}, such 
that 
2 vj - W*(i) > CJo log k+x S C3, exp(-C,,x), (2.31) 
Isjsi 
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for all x> 0. Applying Lemma 1.1.1 of Csiirgii and Rev&z (1981) we obtain 
,~~~, I W*(r) - W*([rl)l> G,(log k)“* s GFY, (2.32) 
for all y > 0, where C,, = C,,(y) and C,, are constants. Using the observation that 
D,(f) has independent increments, a similar argument gives 
P ,‘supk lD,(rl~~) - ~,([tll~L)l> G, log k 
1 <S I 
s CwmY. (2.33) 
Putting together (2.31)-(2.33) we get 
P 
1 
sup ID,(t) - W*(,ULf)l> c,, log l/E 
I 
s C3,&‘. (2.34) 
0=r=.<(‘, (lag ‘/F,“z 
For each E > 0, N{[O, s] x (E*“, 00)) is a Poisson process, and therefore 
P sup (N{[O, t] x (E1’3, cc)} - (2/?T)“%‘3) 
O=zr=z;C‘,(lag l/F)“? 
> G8E +6(log 1/E)“2 c C,,E2. 
I 
If W(t) = (2/( ET~)))“~ W*( tp), then (2.34), (2.35) and (2.2) imply 
(2.35) 
P s~flT~7j(r, &)- KqL(r))l> C““F”‘2(10g 1/&)“2 s C“‘F2. 
1 I 
(2.36) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 we introduce the Poisson measure 2, which is 
independent of N and I@, and satisfies (2.19). Let 
QF(s) = 
I 
FZ/l 
x dfi{[O, S] x dx} 
0 
and define 
Q-‘(s) = V’,~(S) + Q,(s). (2.37) 
If Q(t) = inf{s: Q-‘(s) > t} is the inverse of Q-’ ,then{Q(t),t~O}and{W(t),r~O} 
are independent processes and 
{L(t), tzO0): {Q(t), 220). (2.38) 
Arguing as in the proof of (2.26) we get 
P 
i 
sup 
O=f=Cs(logl/E) 
,,z (L-‘(t) - Q-‘(t)/ > C42(c2’3 log l/~)“* c C,,E*. 
I 
(2.39) 
Now we can use again lemma 2.2 of Csaki et al. (1983) and obtain 
P sup IL(r) - Q(r)/ > C44E”6(log l/~)~‘~ 
“---rST 
(2.40) 
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Lemma 1.2.1 of Csargii and R6vCsz (1981) and (2.40) imply 
,:I& 1 G(L( t) - bv(Q(t))l> C4&“‘2(log l/&)7’8 s C47E2. (2.41) 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 0 
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